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Direct Recruitment for the Posts of Forest Guard and Forest Guard with
Driving Licence
(Advertisement No.2 / 2019, dated 30.11.2019)

QUESTION AND ANSWER CHALLENGE FOR THE POST(S) OF FOREST GUARD
ANDFOREST GUARD WITH DRIVING LICENCE
The TNFUSRC had on 18.03.2020 notified the FAQs for Question-Answer challenge for
the post(s) of Forest Guard / Forest Guard with Driving Licence. The modalities are detailed
below:1)

The Online Examinations for the post(s) of Forest Guard and Forest Guard with Driving
Licence was conducted on 08.03.2020.

2)

The candidates who have appeared for Online Examination can login to
www.forests.tn.gov.inand view their question-wise response along with the question
wise correct answer. If any candidate finds an error, the candidate can challenge the
same by loggingwww.forests.tn.gov.in.

3)

The window for viewing and Question-Answer challenge will be available for 4 days
starting from 07.10.2020 (09.00 AM) to 10.10.2020 (09.00 AM).

4)

The Answer challenge will be only by onlinemode.

5)

For challenging an answer, the candidate will be required to pay Rs.500/- per answer (+
applicable service tax) through online payment gateway.

6)

If candidate’s answer challenge is accepted, the aforementioned Rs.500/- per answer
shall be refunded to candidate via online mode in about 2 months from conclusion of
Question-Answer challenge.

7)

The TNFUSRC will consider all the objections / challenges by the candidates and will
then release the final answer/decision and then the result of online examination will be
announced.

8)

After release of final answers by TNFUSRC, no more challenges will be accepted.

9)

The TNFUSRC score as arrived by the candidate (based on answer challenge) is“Raw
score”. As justified and mandated under 17(A) of Information Brochure, the Candidates
score may increase / decrease/ remains same after normalization procedure.

10)

The candidates score after normalization will be the final“SCORE”.

11)

The decision of the TNFUSRC in the matter shall be FINAL.

12)

WARNING:-Candidates are advised not to print or reproduce the response sheet in any
form. The content of the response sheet is the intellectual property of Tamil Nadu forest
dept. Violations, if any, will be viewed seriously and necessary legal action will be taken
against theguilty.
Note: The candidates are advised to carefully read the “Question and Answer Challenge – FAQs”
for answer challenge available at website www.forests.tn.gov.in
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